GLOBAL
60% of students study abroad

CIVIC
Recipient of Carnegie Community Engagement Classification for excellence in civic engagement

ACHIEVE
Ranks 14th among liberal arts colleges for percent of alumni who earn a doctorate
Student-faculty ratio 10 to 1

WORLD CITIZENS
24% of students are citizens of another country

VALUED
97% of seniors think Mac faculty are genuinely interested in students

DEDICATED
Ranks 13th in nation for strong commitment to teaching (US News)

DISTINCTION
About two-thirds of entering students graduated in top 10% of class

SATISFIED
90% graduation rate

DIVERSE
U.S. students of color are 26% of student body

SCHOLARS
Faculty recipients of national and international awards for scholarship, including Man Booker Prize

ENCOURAGED
99% of seniors say faculty empowered them to learn

SCHOLARS
Macaulester, Excellence, Internationalism, Multiculturalism, Service to Society: Core values for nearly a half century

ENRICHED
94% Faculty have the highest degree in their field

Achieved
98% of seniors are satisfied with quality of instruction

Number of countries in which 2018 grads work, study, or volunteer
17

RESEARCH
Ranks #26 in nation for NSF grants per capita among liberal arts colleges

SMALL CLASSES
Ranks 14th among liberal arts colleges for percent of alumni who earn a doctorate

MINNESAPOLIS/ST. PAUL
Excellence, Internationalism, Multiculturalism, Service to Society: Core values for nearly a half century

GRANTS
Ranks #26 in nation for NSF grants per capita among liberal arts colleges

MINNESAPOLIS/ST. PAUL
Two great cities at your doorstep
Ranks:
• Best places to live (#9 in US News)
• 4th most educated state (US News)
• 6th in the nation for most sustainable state (WalletHub)
• Top park system for big American cities (#1 by Trust for Public Land)

67% of graduates do off-campus internships

188
Number of full-time faculty

National
Ranks 14th among liberal arts colleges (US News)

NATIONAL
90% of alumni feel Mac prepared them well for graduate school

28% of full-time faculty are international or persons of color

AWARDS
Recently named a top producer of Fulbrights in the nation

NATIONAL
54% of graduates participate in undergraduate research

Office of Institutional Research
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Minnesota
Two great cities at your doorstep
Ranks:
• Best places to live (#9 in US News)
• 4th most educated state (US News)
• 6th in the nation for most sustainable state (WalletHub)
• Top park system for big American cities (#1 by Trust for Public Land)
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